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Getting Started with Intune:
Video Training to Supplement Technical Documentation
Project Background
Subject
Microsoft Intune is enterprise mobility management software that makes it possible for
organizations to manage their users, devices, and information from the cloud. The technical
documentation for Intune is primarily presented in text, with some screenshots of the product
sprinkled throughout. My training will take existing content within the “Getting Started” section
of the Intune documentation and convert it into actionable lessons for IT Pros that are new to the
product, including the general concepts of mobile device and application management.
This training is needed for three primary reasons. Of these, the first is to provide a
positive introduction to users are trying the product for the first time, as capturing this market is
crucial to continuing to grow our userbase. The second is to improve customer satisfaction.
Although I am unable to share the data with anyone outside of the Microsoft organization, we
have received generally low scores across the Getting Started content. Third is to continue to
push our content to match what is happening in the discipline of technical writing. It has largely
shifted to having all documentation being published online. This modernization includes
diversifying methods of presenting content. Introducing different kinds of rich media into the
documentation makes it more likely that a user will complete reading an article.
Project scope
This project is scoped to creating video content that will accompany the Getting Started
articles in the Intune documentation. There are currently two sets of this content: one for the
soon-to-be-retired Intune Classic Portal, and one for the upcoming Azure Portal. Azure is
Microsoft’s cloud computing service, and hosts many other products that integrate with Intune.
This project may need to touch on certain other solutions, such as group creation in Azure Active
Directory, to provide context to learners.
My manager asked me to concentrate on this content after I suggested that I create this
content for the newly-launched Intune for Education product. She felt that this content needed
improvement based on conversations that she has had with other Microsoft employees, and direct
feedback provided from certain partners and customers.
Learning context
These videos will eventually appear on https://docs.microsoft.com/intune. They will be
embedded within the technical documentation as another way for IT administrators to ingest the
information. There will be instructional activities associated with these, and a hosted checklist
that users will follow to complete the activities.
There are some restrictions to this content. The videos must conform to Microsoft style
principles, and work across multiple device platforms and screen sizes. They must be short
enough to be completed within a reasonable amount of time, and so that they will load quickly
for users on cellular and slower data connections.
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Front-End Analysis
Target learner analysis
The target learners are an audience that we refer to as IT Pros. These IT Pros are
administrators of various components of their organization, usually with a concentration in
device management. They are highly technical, though not necessarily able to develop code.
These IT Pros interact with c-level employees and end users to ensure that any device connecting
to corporate resources is properly secured. They will have had varying levels of experience with
Microsoft products, but are likely still in the proof of concept/testing phase of their deployment.
They need information quickly, and want to consume it wherever and whenever they can. They
are adept with multiple platforms of devices. I have worked directly with these users, and we
have a data science department that conducts significant research to isolate their profiles. We
also bring certain IT Pros to Microsoft for interviews every year.
Learning environment and proposed delivery method
The learning environment is restricted to the Docs site, and I must conform to the
restrictions described earlier. The technologies being used in the eventual production model will
similarly be restrained by the Docs site, and so the prototype will have the content be as selfcontained as possible. By doing this, I will be able to simply embed the content into the
appropriate articles when ready to publish. Learners will access the prototype content through a
simple Wix page.
The video content will be created using Camtasia, simply because it is a tool that I was
able to requisition a license for through my employer. It also creates more engaging content than
a simpler piece of software. The analysis towards this was conducted with myself, my manager,
and one of my colleagues. We believe that this is the most likely path to generating new video
content, and incorporating it into a wider body of documentation. It is a hypothesis that we have
defined through the customer interview techniques described previously in this paper.
Intended instruction and assessment plan
The courses will be offered as on-demand, video lessons that are integrated into the
technical articles they support. The IT Pro audience is expected to have a certain amount of
expertise with Microsoft technologies and those of other mobile device vendors, especially
Apple’s iOS and Google’s Android platforms. They will need to understand various IT concepts,
such as group and identity management. These entry skills will also be covered through linking
to other documentation. The location of the content is already where these users would seek this
type of information, and to provide them with a sense of accomplishment that is gained by
completing the curriculum. I will use Google Forms quizzes to ensure that they understand what
they viewed and read in the documentation and a checklist page to confirm they are getting realworld takeaways for their specific organization.
Learning Objectives
I am following Mager’s (1997) guidelines for writing objectives. These objectives have
been significantly revised from their previous versions based on feedback from the course
instructor to clearly define the Behavior and Criteria in addition to the Condition. I have also
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included the Horton (2011) Absorb, Do, and Connect-type activities alongside these to show how
these lessons directly connect to their objectives.
Learning Objective
Using a test tenant of
Microsoft Azure Active
Directory, learners will be able
to create a group.

Criteria
The parent group will have a
child group nested underneath
it.

Learning Activities
Absorb: Watch video going
through group and subgroup
creation.
Do: Create a parent and child
group.
Connect: In checklist, have
learner determine at least one
group that they will use in
their implementation.

Using a hierarchy of groups,
learners will create a user in
Azure Active Directory and
place the user into a group.

The user will be created and
placed into a group.

Absorb: Watch video going
through user creation and
organization into a group.
Do: Create a user and place it
into the group.
Connect: In checklist, have
learner list three different
typical users who will be
added to their domain.

Using a test iOS device,
learners will enroll into
management via the Company
Portal app.

The device will have the
Company Portal app installed
onto it. The device will use the
app to enroll into management,
and appear in the list of
managed devices.

Absorb: Watch video going
through enrollment of iOS
device into Company Portal.
Do: Download Company
Portal app to test device and
enroll device into
management. Confirm device
has been enrolled in the
Intune admin console.
Connect: N/A

Using a test tenant of
Microsoft Intune, learners will
create and apply a compliance
policy and to a group
containing a test iOS device.

The device will prompt the user
to create a PIN.

Absorb: Watch video going
through compliance policy
creation and assignment.
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Do: Create and apply
compliance policy to group
containing device registered
by user. Confirm behavior
change when device requires
new or modified PIN.
Connect: In checklist, prompt
learner to select from list of
available policies which they
will use in their organization.

Using a test tenant of
Microsoft Intune, learners will
locate and assign an app to a
test iOS device.

The Outlook app will be
installed, with applied settings
and descriptions, in the list of
available apps for download
from the Company Portal.

Absorb: Watch video going
through searching for and
creating information for app.
Do: User will install app onto
test device.
Connect: In checklist, prompt
learner to provide list of apps
they already know they will
provide to all users in their
organization.

Scaffolding and technical assistance
The course is designed with scaffolding in mind throughout the curriculum. Learners
will be provided with text-based and video-based resources to support their learning throughout
the course. The tasks within the objectives are directly related to how they will use the product
in their companies to accomplish their jobs as IT administrators. The checklist provides them
with space to connect the assessment activities from education to practical implementation, and a
solid way to track their progress.
The target audience for this course will have access to various support channels through
Microsoft’s services and support organizations. They likely have an account manager who can
directly answer questions for them, along with significant technical documentation to provide
self-help. The course itself, once posted in its final form, will also have a comments section to
directly respond to me or whoever is monitoring comments on the topics; however, this will not
be present on the prototype.
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Site Map

The site map is below. Although the module has an intended sequence, there is nothing
that prevents the learners from advancing through the different activities based on their interests.
Commented [BL1]: Connect activity for 3: how
will you inform users about what enrolling does
to their devices?
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Storyboard

As this course will eventually be merged into the live Microsoft Docs site, there are
certain restrictions to its layout that must be respected during the development phase. I do not
have access to modify certain page elements, such as CSS or HTML, in that system, and must
conform to their rules. As such, color scheme and all other container elements for these pages
are relatively unimportant for this module, and can be left up to the page designer, as eventually
these will conform to the Microsoft style within the Docs site.
My page structure is simple to reflect the simplicity of the Microsoft Docs site and will
be able to be merged easily as a result in the future. I have set up five types of page that persist
throughout the course:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Landing page, used for Home and introduction pages
Video page, used for all video content
Exercise page, used for all hands-on activities
Assessment page, used for all quizzes
Checklist page, used for Checklist

The navigation bar should always indicate where the user is located. This navigation bar
persists in the title. All pages will have Next buttons, and most will have Previous buttons to
allow for easy navigation between each page within a given lesson. For reference, I created my
storyboards using the Balsamiq webapp.
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Landing page
The landing page provides a simple explanation, either of the entire course (Home) or for
the individual section (Groups, Users, Devices, Policies, Apps). It has text that explains the core
concepts underneath an image that is meant to capture user interest. Landing pages only contain
Next buttons, as they do not have any previous pages to return to; the learner can use the
browser’s Back button if they need to return to a previous page outside the context of the lesson.
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Video page
There are five video pages, listed in the site map as Groups demo, Users demo, Devices
demo, Policies demo, and Apps demo. The video page contains an embedded window with the
Camtasia Player, which is used to support some of the unique effects provided by Camtasia.
There is text underneath the video describing what is happening in the video itself. There are
Next and Previous buttons present to navigate within the module, with no restrictions on how
many times they can go back and forth.
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Exercise page
The exercise page is used for every page that shows instructions on an activity to
complete, listed in the site map as Create your groups, Create and assign a user, Enroll a device,
Create and assign a policy to a group, and Locate and deploy an app. These pages provide
instructions to the learner as to what activity they are supposed to complete, which was
demonstrated on the previous video page in the lesson flow. The Next and Previous buttons
persist.
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Assessment page
Like the video page, the assessment page acts largely as a location to hold a container of
embedded information. In this case, it is the Google Forms quizzes that will be accessible here.
The Next and Previous buttons persist.
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Checklist page
The checklist page is like the landing page, except that it lacks both the Next and
Previous buttons. It is meant to be kept up persistently in a separate tab or window, and used
alongside the other assessments. It is also a Google Form that is embedded to be filled in by the
user. There are no Next or Previous buttons on this page.
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Content

My video content is still under development, and is not yet complete. This was partially
due to a lack of access promised by a third party at work, who pledged that I would have access
to a test tenant. Unfortunately, that access only came through just before this project was due to
be submitted, and I was unable to complete them. As the videos will mirror the tasks presented
on the exercise pages, I have included the instructional content for each of the exercises in this
section. No narration is provided for any of the videos. Certain other pieces of media, such as
still screenshots for this, will also come from the console, and will be added now that I have
access to this test portal.
Home
Landing page
H1: Getting Started with Intune
<Screenshot of Intune in the Azure Portal>
H2: What is Microsoft Intune?
Microsoft Intune is one of Azure’s newest services. The new portal offers new and updated
functionality for managing your organization’s mobile devices, PCs, and apps. All Intune
functionality will eventually move to Azure, but some Intune tasks currently remain in the
Classic portal. The Classic portal, which is built in Silverlight, is used for a small number of
tasks. The getting started guides will take you through Intune in the Azure portal.
Intune in the Azure portal provides you with:






An integrated console for all your Enterprise Mobility + Security (EMS) components
An HTML-based console built on web standards
Azure Active Directory groups to provide compatibility across all your Azure
applications
Microsoft Graph API support to automate many functions
Support for most modern web browsers

H2: Prerequisites
Before you start, you must have an Intune admin and tenant account activated. You can sign up
for those accounts [here](https://portal.office.com/Signup/Signup.aspx?OfferId=40BE278ADFD1-470a-9EF7-9F2596EA7FF9&dl=INTUNE_A&ali=1#0%20). If your organization is
currently an Intune subscriber and you’re a new admin wanting to learn Intune, these activities
can also be completed in your live tenant – though make sure you’re only working on test
devices!
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You also need to make sure that you are the global admin for your organization to complete all
of the tasks in the guide.
This guided lesson will walk you through some of the key activities in Intune. There are short
quizzes for each lesson to make sure you retain what you learn, and a checklist to make sure
that you can apply these lessons directly to your live environment.
Lesson: Groups
Landing page
H1: Create a group
Note: some content sourced from https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/activedirectory/active-directory-groups-create-azure-portal
<Screenshot of Azure Active Directory group manager>
Microsoft Intune uses Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) to manage access to company
resources as part of a directory. This is done using roles in the directory. For Intune, this is
done by assigning access to a group, which then allows any member of that group to access the
resource.
There are two types of groups: assigned and dynamic. Assigned groups have manually
organized objects, while dynamic groups are used to manage fluid groups of objects.
Video page
H1: Watch: Create a group
<Video of creating a group in Azure AD using instructions provided on exercise page>
Find out how to create a group in Azure AD in this video.
Exercise page
H1: Now you: Create a group
Use a group to perform management tasks such as assigning licenses or permissions to a
number of users or devices at once.
1. Sign in to the Azure portal.
2. Select More services and search for Users and groups in the text box, then select
Enter.
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3.
4.
5.
6.

On the Users and groups blade, select All groups.
On the Users and groups – All groups blade, select the New group command.
On the Group blade, add a name and description for the group.
Set the Membership type as Assigned. Do not Enable Office features for the test
group, .
7. Click Create.
Lesson: Users
Landing page
H1: Create a user
Note: some content sourced from https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/activedirectory/active-directory-users-create-azure-portal
<Screenshot of Azure AD sample user information>
Azure AD manages your organization’s groups of objects – like devices and apps – and also
groups of users. You can group users or devices together instead of having to manage each
device individually. This lets you easily assign apps and settings to large numbers of users and
devices.
Video page
H1: Watch: Create a user
<Video of creating a user in Azure AD using instructions provided on exercise page>
Find out how to create users in Azure AD in this video.
Exercise page
H1: Now you: Create a user
1. Sign in to the Azure portal.
2. Select More services and search for Users and groups in the text box, then select
Enter.
3. On the Users and groups blade, select All users, then select Add.
4. Enter details for the user, such as Name and User name. The domain name portion of
the user name must either be the initial default domain name
“contoso.onmicrosoft.com” domain name, or a verified, non-federated domain name
such as “contoso.com.”
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5. Copy the automatically generated user password so that you can use it to log in to a test
device. For a regular user, you would want to give this to them so that they could
change it to something else that they will remember.
6. On the User blade, select Create.
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Lesson: Enrolling devices
Landing page
H1: Enrolling an iOS device into management
Note: some content sourced from https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/intune-user-help/usemanaged-devices-to-get-work-done, https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/intune-user-help/whatinfo-can-your-company-see-when-you-enroll-your-device-in-intune,
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/intune-user-help/enroll-your-device-in-intune-ios,
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/intune-user-help/install-and-sign-in-to-the-intune-companyportal-app-ios
<Picture of iPhone and iPad both simultaneously running the Company Portal app>
Microsoft Intune helps you enable your workforce with mobile devices while keeping your
corporate data protected. Since your end users will interact with Intune on their devices rather
than in the admin console, you want to make sure that you are fluent with the enrollment
experience. This way, you can combine well-crafted compliance policies with your experience
to show empathy for your users. This is especially important because your users will know
exactly what information that you as an admin can see:
What IT cannot see
 Calling and web browsing history
 Location
 Personal email
 Text messages
 Contacts
 Passwords to your personal accounts
 Calendar events
 Pictures, including what's in the photos app or camera roll
What IT can see
 Model
 Serial number
 Operating system version
 App names
 Owner
 Device name
 Manufacturer (for devices not made by Apple)
 Phone number (for work devices, the whole number. For personal devices, just the last
four digits.)
Video page
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H1: Watch: Enrolling an iOS device into management
<Video of enrolling an iOS device into management>
Find out how the enrollment flow looks and feels for an end user on an iOS device.
H1: Now you: Enrolling an iOS device into management
Exercise page
1. Open the App Store and search for intune company portal.
2. Download the Microsoft Intune Company Portal app.
3. Open the Company Portal app, enter your test user’s email address and password, then
tap Sign in.
4. On the Company Access Setup page, tap Device Enrollment.
5. On the Why enroll your device? page, read about what a user can do when they enroll
their device, then tap Continue.
6. Review a list of what access a user gets when they enroll, then tap Continue.
7. Review what IT admins can and can’t see on a device, then tap Continue.
8. On the What comes next, screen, read about what happens during enrollment, then tap
Enroll.
9. On the Install Profile screen, tap Install, then enter the device passcode if prompted.
10. Tap Install.
11. Tap Install again to indicate that you’ve read the warning.
12. On the Warning, tap Trust.
13. When the screen changes to show that the profile has finished installing, tap Done.
14. An “Enrolling device” message will show on the screen, then switch to saying that the
device is enrolled. A popup will appear asking to open the page in the Company Portal.
Tap Open.
15. You will return to the Company Access Setup screen. If you have no test policies set
up, then the device should appear compliant. If you have any test policies, then tapping
Device Compliance will show that there are things that need to be done to the device
to make it secure.
Lesson: Applying compliance policies
Landing page
H1: Applying compliance policies
Note: some content sourced from https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/intune/migration-guideconfigure-policies, https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/intune-classic/deploy-use/introduction-todevice-compliance-policies-in-microsoft-intune, https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
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us/intune/device-compliance, https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/intune-classic/deployuse/create-a-device-compliance-policy-in-microsoft-intune
<Screenshot of policy creation screen>
One of the main goals of getting started with Intune is enrolling devices to make sure that they
are compliant with corporate policies. Compliance policies not only help you to manage
specialized device types, such as corporate-owned kiosks, but also personal (Bring Your Own)
devices, tablets, and user-less devices. Compliance policies provide the following management
capabilities for mobile devices:





Regulate numbers of devices each user enrolls
Manage devices settings (e.g. device-level encryption, password length, camera usage)
Deliver apps, email profiles, VPN profiles, etc.
Evaluate device-level criteria for security compliance policies

You create compliance policies for each platform separately. For this exercise, we’ll stick to
iOS. The following policies are available for iOS devices:







PIN or password configuration
Device encryption
Jailbroken device
Email profile
Minimum OS version
Maximum OS version

Video page
H1: Watch: Applying compliance policies
<Video of creating a compliance policy as described on the next page, then showing the
impact of the policy on a noncompliant device>
Find out how to set up a PIN policy for iOS.
Exercise page
H1: Now you: Applying compliance policies
1. Sign in to the Azure portal.
2. Select More services and search for Microsoft Intune in the text box, then select
Enter.
3. Select Device compliance.
4. On the Device compliance blade, select Policies.
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5. Select Create Policy, then fill in the details, like Name and Description. Choose iOS
as the Platform.
6. In Settings, select System Security, then toggle Require a password to unlock
mobile devices to Require. Set other rules, such as Minimum password length,
Required password type, and Number of non-alphanumeric characters in
password. When you’ve finished setting up your policy, select OK.
7. Return to the Create policy blade, then select Create.
8. Once the policy is created, select Assignments to assign it to your test group. Select
your test group – which should have a test user in it – then assign it to that group.
9. Wait a few minutes, then your enrolled device should prompt you that it needs an
updated password in order to remain compliant with corporate policy. You can also
manually check for this in the Company Portal app for iOS by tapping on the device
name, then the Sync button.
Lesson: Assigning an app
Landing page
H1: Assigning apps to enrolled devices
Note: some content sourced from https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/intune-classic/deployuse/add-apps
<Screenshot of an app installing from the company app store on an iOS device>
Work devices are useless without the right apps on them. Intune supports a few different ways
for you to deploy apps to your corporate devices:




Software installers: where you upload a file that is downloaded to your user’s devices
External links: for when you have an app in a public app store or a webapp
Managed apps: for iOS devices where you need additional mobile application
management applied to apps available in the App Store

You’re going to go through one of the quicker application deployment method by assigning a
public store app.
Video page
H1: Watch: Assigning an app with an external link
<Video of an app creation via external link in the admin console, then showing the app
appearing in the company app store within the Company Portal app on iOS device>
Find out how to get an app from the App Store onto your iOS device.
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Exercise page
H1: Now you: Assigning an app with an external link
1. Sign in to the Azure portal.
2. Select More services and search for Microsoft Intune in the text box, then select
Enter.
3. Select Mobile Apps, then select Apps.
4. Select Add, then iOS store app as the App type.
5. In the text box, search for an app to assign to the device. Choose the app, then select
OK.
6. In the Add app blade, select App information, then make sure that all of the App
information populated. You can add other details to help you organize this app, like
Owner, Notes, Developer, and a Privacy URL for your company’s privacy policy.
You can also change the Logo.
7. Make sure that you’ve selected Yes for Display this as a featured app in the
Company Portal, then select OK.
8. Select Add to add the app. This will take you to that app’s Overview. Choose
Assignments, then click Select groups to assign it to your test group.
10. On your test device, open the Company Portal app for iOS, then select Featured
Apps. Your app should appear. If it doesn’t, you can also manually check for this by
tapping on the device name, then the Sync button.
Assessment Tools
There are two primary vehicles for assessment: the final checklist and quizzes. The final
checklist is a connective activity that shows the learner the ways that they will apply what they
have learned in their daily professional activities. It does not have any correct answers, instead
allowing the learner to assess the value from the course.
The Devices lesson is the only one that does not have any connection to the assessment.
In later versions, it likely will ask questions around whether the organization intends to enroll
devices at all or simply manage apps rather than the entire device. For this course, the
assumption is that all devices will be completely enrolled into management.
Checklist
Keep this page open in a separate tab, or print it out to map your progress to real-world
implementation goals.
Groups
List at least three real groups that you will use in your organization.
___________ > ___________
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Are there any things, like access to company resources, that will differ between these
groups?
___________________________________________________________________
Users
List three specific user personas in your organization that you will have in your
domain. If you have trouble, think of three distinct job roles that have different
requirements.
___________________________________________________________________
What access should each of these user personas have? What should they be restricted
from accessing?
___________________________________________________________________
Would any of these users belong to multiple groups?
___________________________________________________________________
Policies
From the following list of policies, circle the ones you intend to use in your
organization.
PIN or password configuration
Device encryption
Jailbroken device
Email profile
Minimum OS version
Maximum OS version
Apps
The following is a list of Microsoft apps that you can manage using Intune. Circle the
apps you intend to use in your organization. Fill in other apps you intend to assign to
devices underneath those apps.
Azure Information Protection Viewer
Excel
Managed Browser
OneDrive for Business
OneNote
Outlook
PowerPoint
Power BI
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SharePoint
Skype for Business
Teams
Word
Work Folders
Outlook Groups
Yammer
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
The quizzes are below. Correct answers are highlighted. Question type is variable, and includes
multiple choice, multiple select, and true/false. The question type will be obviously indicated in
the form to avoid confusion with regard to format rather than content.
Groups
1. How does Intune manage access to resources?
a. Azure Active Directory
b. LDAP
c. Dynamic CSV
d. Active Directory Lightweight Directory Services
2. What descriptive information should you add to a group when you create it?
a. Name and description
b. Name and members
c. Members and devices
d. Enrollment program of choice
3. Users and groups can be created in the same service.
a. True
b. False
4. You cannot assign permissions to groups, only to individuals.
a. True
b. False
Users
1. What does Azure Active Directory manage?
a. Virtual machines
b. Device compliance
c. Objects, like users and devices
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d. Mobile apps
2. What can you group together in Azure Active Directory?
a. Devices
b. Users
c. Apps
d. Operating systems
3. What kind of domain names can you use to create a user?
a. Initial default domain name
b. Verified, non-federated domain name
c. Domain aliases
d. Local system users
4. The automatically generated password is automatically sent to the user.
a. True
b. False
Enrolling devices
1. Which of the following types of information can IT see on a user’s corporate device?
a. Text messages
b. Serial number
c. Contacts
d. Phone number
2. How do users typically get the Company Portal on their device?
a. From the App Store
b. Sent as an email attachment from their IT administrator
c. During initial device setup, their work ID is automatically identified by Apple
as a corporate account and it installs upon completion of setup
d. From the Microsoft Download Center
3. A noncompliant device can be enrolled into Intune management.
a. True
b. False
4. End users are not told what IT administrators can see on their devices during the
enrollment process.
a. True
b. False
Policies
1. You must deploy iPad policies separate from iPhone policies.
a. True
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2. You can specify that a passcode be used on the device without setting any further
requirements about that passcode.
a. True
b. False
3. How can a user check to see if their device is compliant with organizational policies?
a. Open the Company Portal app and check the status with a manual sync
b. This can only be verified by IT administrators
c. Open the Compliance Portal app and check the status with an automatic sync
d. This is not necessary, as users automatically receive a push notification within
moments of becoming noncompliant
4. Which of the following policies can you set for iOS devices?
a. PIN
b. Jailbroken status
c. Device encryption
d. Presence of the Company Portal app
Apps
1. Which of the following are available app types for installation?
a. Software installers
b. Public store apps
c. Webapps
d. App prototypes
2. What is the fastest type of app assignment?
a. Public store app
b. Line of business upload
c. Managed app
d. Structured app
3. You cannot assign an app to a single user. It can only be assigned to groups.
a. True
b. False
4. You have to provide full details for any assigned app, such as Owner, Notes, and App
Developer.
a. True
b. False
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Merrill’s Five Star Instructional Design Rating
I have performed a self-evaluation of my self-paced eLearning course using Merrill’s
Five Star Instructional Design Rating (2001). Merrill defines tiers of bronze (low), silver
(middle), and gold (high) based on how well a course complies with his best practices.
Stage
PROBLEM
Is the courseware presented in
the context of real world
problems?

Criteria

Explanation

Does the courseware show
learners the task they will be
able to do or the problem they
will be able to solve as a result
of completing a module or
course?

This course deals with realworld problems: the use of a
piece of software to manage
organizational devices. All
the lessons are task-based,
and they come away with
functional solutions in their
Are students engaged at the
problem or task level not just the test environment.
operation or action levels?
Does the courseware involve a
progression of problems rather
than a single problem?

The learners progress to
solving a single problem with
multiple steps towards its
solution.

RATING FOR PROBLEM STAGE: Silver
ACTIVATION
Does the courseware attempt to
activate relevant prior
knowledge or experience?

Does the courseware direct
learners to recall, relate,
describe, or apply knowledge
from relevant past experience
that can be used as a foundation
for new knowledge?
Does the courseware provide
relevant experience that can be
used as a foundation for the new
knowledge?

The course should activate
tasks that seem relatively
familiar to the target
audience. Most of them
should have experience with
some sort of configuration
management or general IT
experience, and some will
likely have experience within
on-premises equivalents of
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Criteria

If learners already know some of
the content are they given an
opportunity to demonstrate their
previously acquired knowledge
or skill.

Explanation
the cloud products (Intune
and Azure Active Directory)
presented in the course. The
tasks presented in this course
should all be new ways of
approaching these types of
daily tasks.
Since the course is selfguided, the learner could
leverage their previously
acquired knowledge – or
previously set-up
environmental information –
towards the completion of
this course.

RATING FOR ACTIVATION STAGE: Gold
DEMONSTRATION
Are the demonstrations
(examples) consistent with the
content being taught?

Are the demonstrations
(examples) consistent with the
content being taught?
• Examples and non-examples
for concepts?
• Demonstrations for
procedures?
• Visualizations for processes?
• Modeling for behavior?
Are at least some of the
following learner guidance
techniques employed?
• Learners are directed to
relevant information?
• Multiple representations are
used for the demonstrations?
• Multiple demonstrations are
explicitly compared?
Is media relevant to the content
and used to enhance learning?

RATING FOR DEMONSTRATION STAGE: Silver

The examples in this course
are consistent with the
content being taught. Each of
the tasks is related to the
larger scenario of getting
started using Intune. The
video demonstrations model
the tasks and text instructions
align with the overall goals.
There are no non-examples
provided, nor are there are not
multiple demonstrations
available for these tasks.
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APPLICATION
Are the application (practice)
and the posttest consistent with
the stated or implied objectives?
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Criteria

Are the application (practice)
and the posttest consistent with
the stated or implied objectives?
• Information-about practice
requires learners to recall or
recognize information.
• Parts-of practice requires the
learners to locate, name, and/or
describe each part.
• Kinds-of practice requires
learners to identify new
examples of each kind.
• How-to practice requires
learners to do the procedure.
• What-happens practice
requires learners to predict a
consequence of a process
given conditions, or to find
faulted conditions given an
unexpected consequence.
Does the courseware require
learners to use new knowledge
or skill to solve a varied
sequence of problems and do
learners receive corrective
feedback on their performance?
In most application or practice
activities, are learners able to
access context sensitive help or
guidance when having difficulty
with the instructional materials?
Is this coaching gradually
diminished as the instruction
progresses?

RATING FOR APPLICATION STAGE: Gold

Explanation
The practice and posttests are
consistent with the objectives.
All the activities require the
user to recognize the areas of
the product interface that they
have seen in the provided
videos. However, there are
no new examples – except for
the ones created by the
learners themselves – of any
of the types of information
present, such as groups,
devices, or users. The
learners do have a predictable
outcome to each activity that
they undertake.
Learners will use their new
knowledge to solve the
problems presented to them,
and each of the tasks is
scoped to a specific series of
steps that are accomplished in
sequence. There is no
corrective feedback offered,
though, outside of the quizzes
prompting the user with the
correct answer once they have
completed them.
There is context-sensitive
help available in the product,
though that documentation
may be beyond the scope of
what they are being asked to
complete here. These tasks
are intentionally designed to
be accomplished during a
single session.
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Does the courseware provide
techniques that encourage
learners to integrate (transfer)
the new knowledge or skill into
their everyday life?
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Criteria

Does the courseware provide an
opportunity for learners to
publicly demonstrate their new
knowledge or skill?

Does the courseware provide an
opportunity for learners to
reflect-on, discuss, and defend
their new knowledge or skill?
Does the courseware provide an
opportunity for learners to
create, invent, or explore new
and personal ways to use their
new knowledge or skill?

RATING FOR INTEGRATION STAGE: Gold

Explanation
This course is designed to be
a set of techniques that will
be used in the daily working
life of any IT administrator
using Intune. Though most
will use this in a dedicated
test environment, there is no
reason that the work they
complete during this course
could not be done in a live
environment.
Learners will be given an
opportunity to reflect and
make tactical choices with the
checklist. For example, they
can use the checklist to
discuss with their colleagues
why they chose these certain
groups to create. The learners
are using these templates to
apply their skills to their
company’s environment and
will expand upon these as
they deploy Intune within
their companies.
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Assignment 2 – Paper Prototype
NOTE: This grading checklist is for use for assessing your completion of the assignment’s requirements. It is
simply a transference of the required elements into a checklist format to provide the instructor with a method to
promote consistent grading and point distribution and as a vehicle for providing written feedback. Complete
details for this assignment have been provided in Blackboard. BE SURE TO READ the full documentation
carefully---this checklist is only a very brief description of the elements. You are RESPONSIBLE for all
items detailed in the full version---and the required format.

Student Name:

Check
Off

Total Score: /25

Criteria / Required Element

Learners, Context, & Learning
Objectives:


Revised (if necessary) per request



Includes Complete Project Background,
Front Analysis, Learning Objectives
o

See Assignment #1 for more details

Points
Possible
No
Additional
Points

-5
deduction
if not
included
or revised

Site Directory /or Site Map:


Include a detailed map of the module you
are creating. Use directional arrows, etc. to
indicate how a learner may move through
the content (linear v. non-linear)
o

NOTE: This map should be brief--include only keywords/titles for
each page. A more detailed
exploration of the content will be
included in your storyboard. (Think
of this as an overview to the
storyboard)

5

Your Score
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Storyboard/or Wireframe:


Expand the detail of the site directory / site
map.



Provide a brief sketch/image of the layout /
content of each page or component of the
learning module.



This may be hand-drawn with notations, or
created using any type of technology that
fits.

o

5

This SHOULD be a work-inprogress…you are not tied to this
exact design when you build the
digital module. It is a method for me
to give you feedback prior to the final
submission / design.

Instructional Content and Materials:



Include all of the content that you will use
within the learning module.
Provide links to any online material that
you will be using as part of the course
content if it is already developed.

5
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Assessment Tools


Include the assessment tool(s) that you will
use to measure learner performance.
o

o


These tools can take a wide range of
formats. A traditional test is only one of
the types of assessment tools that may
be incorporated into your design.

5

For more subjective skills, a rubric or
grading checklist is suggested.

Include all of the assessment items that you
will use within the learning module.

Self-Evaluation using Merrill’s 5 Star ID
Rating System:


Provide your results and a brief reflection
for each component using the
template/chart provided



Add your rating for yourself for each section
of the Merrill’s 5 Star rating system

5

A formal, professional writing style is expected. Proofread your submission carefully.
Follow the required format. Additional point deductions will occur for errors in formatting
or spelling/grammar issues. This written project should be reflective of the skills of a
professional in the field.
Comments:

